As readers and authors we will be
be reading a variety of texts including the BFG
and others linked to our topic. We will be
looking at poetry, persuasion texts and also a
non-fiction information book.

Summer 2 Learning
in Year 4

We will continue to work on our text structure
and
organisation
including
writing
paragraphs around a theme. We will be showing
understanding of features of different genres
and answering question looking at who, where,
when and why. Our grammar focus will be the
use of conjunctions to express time.

be looking at living in the wider world and
how people can inspire us.

As linguists we will:
be continuing to build on new vocabulary we
learn and how to use new phrases in different
situations.

be lucky enough to have a sports coach to
teach us the fundamental skills of athletics
and ball skills. Furthermore, we go
swimming to Halifax baths every Tuesday
to learn / develop our swimming skills.

As scientists we will:
revisit topics covered this year and plan and
carry out focussed investigations and
experiments. We will also be looking at food
chains and how animals survive in their
habitats.

As mathematicians we will:
As members of our community we will:

As athletes we will:

We will use the fluency we have developed in all areas of
the curriculum to answer problem solving and reasoning
questions to further enhance our use of maths in
everyday situations.

As musicians we will:

Our work on fractions will cover adding and subtracting,
identifying equivalent fractions and converting
fractions into decimals. We will then work on decimals
and using them in calculations.

be exploring rhythm, pattern and musical
arrangements. Preparations for the end of
year performance will take place during
music lessons.

As historians and geographers we will:
look at the history of London, the landmarks and their location on a
map. We will use our map reading skills to plan routes around the
underground to famous destinations. We will continue to develop our
geographical and historical thinking skills to answer questions related
to our topic.

As artists and designers we will:
be using all the skills we have learnt to plan, design and make
products that we would be able to sell on a market stall. We will
evaluate the work we have done and show how we can improve.

